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Figure 1

In this article, the authors discuss strat-
egies for overcoming negative margins 
in the logistics industry, specifically in 
the Asian market. This article is part of 
a series of industry specific pricing case 
studies whose lessons and principles can 
be applied by pricing professionals in 
multiple situations. Fan Oswald-Chen 
is Managing Director of Simon-Kucher 
& Partners’ office in Beijing. Dr. Jo-
chen Krauss is Managing Director of 
the company’s office in Singapore. Dr. 
Philipp Biermann is Partner with Si-
mon-Kucher and Head of the Compe-
tence Center “Transport & Logistics” in 
Germany. They can all be reached via 
www.simon-kucher.com. Dr. Jochen 
Krauss will be a keynote speaker at the 
PPS 2nd Annual Asia-Pacific Confer-
ence (10-11 April 2014 at the Fairmont 
Singapore Hotel).

Freight Forwarders in Asia: Today’s Bad 
Pricing Costs Tomorrow’s Profits 

Negative margins? Reality 
for up to 10% of freight 
forwarders
Gross margins in business-to-business 
markets differ tremendously across com-
panies. The Asian logistics industry is 
not an exception. 

Over time, many companies are con-
fronted with a negative gross margin by 
leaving transport costs (main haul, pick-
up and delivery costs) unsecured. This 
might, in individual cases, be a necessary 
evil for carriers with their own freighters 
(“asset heavy” carriers), as the transport 
is part of their fixed costs. 

Freight forwarders without their own 
“assets,” however, should bear in mind 
that clients with a negative gross margin 
do not cover the variable costs and hence 
reduce the total margins of the company 
in any case. Experience shows this hap-
pens to up to 15% of revenues and 10% 

of all clients. Of course, such exceptions 
are often justified, in that the freighter 
took the risk intentionally and declared 
the client to be a “strategic client.”

Do your math: Hoping for 
the best doesn’t make your 
business profitable 
Analyses of such “problem customers” 
show that, in particular, older contract 
relationships (> 1 year) are susceptible to 
negative gross margins. Often basic pa-
rameters such as shipment volumes or 
structures (i.e. products, lanes or weight) 
have changed over time to the disadvan-
tage of the freight forwarder. 

It may happen that the underlying cost 
calculations are not up-to-date any more, 
e.g. after carriers enforced price increases 
for transport, fuel or security, or the as-
sumptions for future development were 
wrong. This might have been due to 
unforeseeable events such as global eco-
nomic developments or soaring oil pric-
es. 

On the other hand, on a daily basis in-
cidences are observed where neither the 
sales organization nor the client carefully 
enough assesses the contract details; in-
stead they both seem to be merely hop-

ing for the best.

Sales typically have a very limited inter-
est in “turning” those loss-making clients 
into profitable ones, as this could mean 
losing a contract. Yet despite this obvi-
ous maladjustment between the freight 
forwarder’s costs on the one side and the 
price for the end customer on the other 
side, many loss-making clients are still 
being carried along for many years. 

Typically, the first challenge arises when 
those clients who generate negative mar-
gins for the company are being identi-
fied. This requires some analytical efforts 
and is not a trivial task, especially as reli-
able information on actual costs is often 
hard to get, or as the same client is gen-
erating positive revenues on other ship-
ment types. But it is even more difficult 
to turn these insights into actionable re-
sults. It is simply human that sales prefer 
to talk to clients about a new deal rather 
than price increases. 

Considering the typical structure of sales 
incentives (i.e. variable compensation 
based on volume, not on gross margins), 
it is not surprising that the task of mak-
ing such clients profitable is being persis-
tently neglected.

Systematic customer split: Identifying “problem customers” pays off 
 
In this context, a systematic approach is required to obtain the buy-in of all stakeholders. Successful 
freight forwarders use a multi-step approach (see box) and are able to increase their profits and keep 
them sustainable. Ideally, this is not a one-time effort, but an evolving program with frequent actions 
(i.e. several times per year). The following graph shows the typical results from a global forwarder’s 
perspective:  

 

Research and experience recommends declaring a small minority (less than 10%) of all “problem 
clients” as “strategic” and accepting negative margins with them temporarily. However, it is extremely 
important to define precisely which criteria must be met for a client to be part of that category. The 
remaining clients should be approached proactively and confronted with a compulsory price increase. 
The negotiations should end with either a preliminary ending of the loss-making client relationship or 
with a price increase for the client, with both alternatives leading to improved margins for the freight 
forwarder. 
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Systematic customer 
split: Identifying “problem 
customers” pays off
In this context, a systematic approach 
is required to obtain the buy-in of all 
stakeholders. Successful freight forward-
ers use a multi-step approach (see box) 
and are able to increase their profits and 
keep them sustainable. Ideally, this is not 
a one-time effort, but an evolving pro-
gram with frequent actions (i.e. several 
times per year). Figure 1 on the previ-
ous page shows the typical results from a 
global forwarder’s perspective.

Research and experience recommends 
declaring a small minority (less than 
10%) of all “problem clients” as “stra-
tegic” and accepting negative margins 
with them temporarily. However, it is 

extremely important to define precisely 
which criteria must be met for a client to 
be part of that category. The remaining 
clients should be approached proactively 
and confronted with a compulsory price 
increase. The negotiations should end 
with either a preliminary ending of the 
loss-making client relationship or with 
a price increase for the client, with both 
alternatives leading to improved margins 
for the freight forwarder.

With today’s new business, 
start thinking about 
tomorrow’s profit 
As this example shows, freight forward-
ers have an accessible lever at hand to 
quickly improve their margins if they 
approach their loss-making customers 
in a systematic way and on a regular 

basis. The larger the number of “problem 
customers,” the higher the additional 
profit potential. Yet it goes without say-
ing that every freight forwarder should 
aim at limiting the risk of (potentially) 
subsidizing “negative customers” in the 
future right from the start, i.e. when 
signing a deal with a new client. Too of-
ten, forwarders fail to hedge their risks, 
be it due to the application of minimal 
margins, “all-in” insufficiently differen-
tiated and conditional pricing, or faulty 
T&Cs. Only those who do their home-
work when contracting new clients can 
avoid the unpleasant task of facing a 
large number of their customers with the 
following choice: “Pay higher prices or 
find somebody else.”

Figure 2

Step Top 3 success factors 
Analyze gross margins of all 
customers 

 Choose an approved data source 
 Define the applicable gross margins 
 Adjust the gross margin calculations according to internal 

cost allocations 
Identify and prioritize 
problem customers 

 Define the boundaries for problem customers (e.g. gross 
margin = 0) and prioritize 

 Analyze the cause for each (prioritized) customer 
 Define strategic customers and exclude them 

Develop and execute an 
action plan for each customer 

 Define responsibilities per customers (sales force, head of 
sales, management, etc.) 

 Define an overall timeline and process 
 Develop and execute bespoke strategies for each customer 

(e.g. new target price, walk-away price, type and timing of 
communication, negotiation tactics, argumentation flow, 
etc.) 

Award and control the 
success 

 Ensure proper incentive structures for sales (e.g. special 
bonus, sales ranking award, etc.) 

 File regular status reports and communicate both progress 
and deficits 

 Monitor your customers after price increases for any 
changes in shipment structures (e.g. prices, shipment 
structures and volumes, terms of payment, etc.) 

With today’s new business, start thinking about tomorrow’s profit  
 

As this example shows, freight forwarders have an accessible lever at hand to quickly improve their 
margins if they approach their loss-making customers in a systematic way and on a regular basis. 
The larger the number of “problem customers,” the higher the additional profit potential. Yet it goes 
without saying that every freight forwarder should aim at limiting the risk of (potentially) subsidizing 
“negative customers” in the future right from the start, i.e. when signing a deal with a new client. Too 
often, forwarders fail to hedge their risks, be it due to the application of minimal margins, “all-in” 
insufficiently differentiated and conditional pricing, or faulty T&Cs. Only those who do their 
homework when contracting new clients can avoid the unpleasant task of facing a large number of 
their customers with the following choice: “Pay higher prices or find somebody else.” 

 


